In this puzzle you were given questions to which two answers had to be ‘smashed’ together, i.e. run into one long answer based on their overlapping letters.

For example:
This band that can turn it up to 11 likes to eat small Spanish dishes

The band that turns it up to 11 is SPINAL TAP, and Spanish dishes are TAPAS, so altogether the answer to this is SPINAL TAPAS.

Each answer fits in one slot, as below:

A BIRD IN THE HAND GRENADE
CENTRAL AMERICAN HORROR STORY
OVER EASY LOVER
TENNIS ELBOW ROOM
TRAVEL AGENT ORANGE
SPINAL TAPAS
SAM SMITHFIELD
BACHELOR PADDINGTON BEAR
SHOOTING STARBOARD
ALKALINE MANAGER
SHUT DOWNING STREET
NEWFOUNDLANDREW LLOYD WEBBER

The letters which had question marks then spell out:
EACH OVERLAP’S SECOND LETTER

The second letter of each overlapped part (bolded above) spells AMALGAMATION, the answer to this puzzle.